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October inflation: A blip or trend?
Headline inflation continued its upward trajectory in October, jumping to as high as 14.23%.
This is 0.52% above September’s figure (13.71%). It is also the highest level in 32-months and
the 14th consecutive monthly increase. At the current level, inflation is 0.08% above the CBN’s
year-end forecast (14.15%). The MPC will be meeting next week to consider the monetary policy
stance that would be appropriate to address the twin challenges of rising inflation and currency
pressures. The committee will most likely maintain status quo on all monetary parameters. This
is to allow the policy decisions at the last meeting to make a tangible impact on economic indicators and agents.
It is noteworthy that October is one of the few months in which all the sub-segments of inflation spiked. The food sub-index increased sharply by 0.72% to 17.38%, core by 0.56% to
11.14% and month-on-month by 0.06% to 1.54% (19.93% annualized). Most analysts had expected a spike due to the EndSARS disruptive effect but many did not envisage that all the key
baskets will climb to this level. More importantly, the fact that core inflation, which is the price
level adjusted for seasonalities, accelerated faster than headline inflation suggests that the price
increase is not festive season (Xmas) induced but rather a trend that is likely to be sustained
through Q4’20. More so, the recent 6.25% increase in the price of petrol to N170/liter will push
up logistics costs and have a knock-on effect on commodity prices in the coming months.
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Core inflation now 10.9% above the 364-day t/bill rate

On a year-on-year basis, core inflation increased by 0.56% to 11.14%. This is 10.9% above the
364-day primary market t/bill rate, implying a negative rate of return on investment. The
monthly component increased by 0.31% to 1.25%. The uptick in the core sub-indices mainly reflects the hike in electricity tariffs, higher petrol price and currency pressures. The commodities
1
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that recorded the highest price increases were air and road transport, medical services and pharmaceutical products.
Continued spike in food inflation due to supply shocks
Flooding, herdsmen-pastoral clashes, border closure and poor storage facilities continued to constrain output, pushing food inflation to a 32-month high of 17.38%. This is 0.72% higher than
September’s figure of 16.66%. Month-on-month, the food sub-index was up 0.08% to 1.96%. In

the last month, the price of domestic commodities rose by an average of 25%. The commodities
that recorded the highest price increases were bread and cereals, potatoes, yam and other tubers,
meat, fish, fruits, vegetable, alcoholic and food beverages and oils and fats.
Rural and Urban
Both the urban and rural inflation sub-indices increased in October. Urban inflation rose by 0.5%
to 14.81% while rural increased by 0.54% to 13.68%, bringing the urban-rural inflation differential

to 1.13%, down from 1.17% in September.
State-by-state Analysis
With the exception of Ebonyi, the top 5 states with the highest rates of inflation are predominantly the Northern states, which have recently been turbulent as a result of Banditry and herdsmen
conflict - Zamfara (17.69%), Sokoto (16.99%), Ebonyi (16.91%), Bauchi (16.73%) and Plateau
(16.69%). On the flipside, the states enjoying the lowest inflation rates are Cross River (10.50%),

Abuja (11.84%) and Lagos (11.96%).
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SSA Regional Trend
Nigeria is now one of the few African countries that have an annual inflation higher than 14%.
Food price movement continues to determine the inflation trend across Sub-Saharan Africa.
Of the SSA countries under our review, five have released their inflation numbers for October. Three recorded an increase in the general price level; one posted a decline while the other
was flat. The African region continues to grapple with high level of food insecurity, which was

exacerbated by the COVID-induced disruptions to the food value chain. Lack of adequate
storage technology remains a major impediment towards achieving food security and sufficiency.

Outlook
The fundamental drivers of price inflation – broad money supply (M2) growth & cost push
factors remain potent and could push inflation higher to 14.8% in November and 15.3% in
December. This will be compounded by the recent 6.25% increase in the pump price of petrol

to N170/liter.
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Nigeria ratifies AfCFTA

A

fter months of delay, the Federal Government has ratified the

African Continental Free Trade Area (AfCFTA), less than a
month to the deadline on December 5. The agreement comes
into effect on January 1, 2021.

The agreement promotes free trade across Africa, which means that tariffs,
quotas and all other forms of protectionism will be removed or significantly
reduced.

Nigeria could also see its exports increase as a result of the agreement, which
would positively impact Nigeria’s balance of trade and in turn could strengthen
the currency.
However, the possible drawbacks to this agreement for Nigeria would be high
competition with other African firms where they do not hold a comparative or
absolute advantage. Companies that can not compete could be forced out of
business which would lead to job loss.
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CBN’s stress test reveals banks
vulnerability

T

he CBN has revealed that
based on the stress test conducted on 27 financial institutions, most banks are vulnera-

ble to economic headwinds. However, the banking industry’s solvency and liquidity position remain robust. The apex bank in its economic report for the first half of 2020 stated that a contraction in GDP in Q3 could lead to a fall in capital adequacy ratio (CAR) from an average
of 15% to 11.2%. In a worst-case scenario of a further contraction in GDP in Q4’2020 and
Q1’2021, banks’ CAR could fall as low as 8.3%.
According to the report, the stress test was conducted in the context of a sharp drop in oil
prices, reduced global demand for Nigeria's oil products, a decline in government revenue, an
unfavourable current-account position and a fall in real GDP. However, the central bank noted that the severity of the simulated contraction could be contained by a combination of fiscal and monetary interventions.
The CBN also noted that with CAR and liquidity ratio levels above the regulatory minimum,
Nigerian banks are generally healthy. The ratio of non-performing loans (NPLs) to gross
loans decreased to 6.4% in the first quarter of 2020, from 10.8% a year earlier, partly owing
to debt restructuring. Any renewed pressure on asset quality is likely to spring from the central bank's controversial policies aimed at expanding credit. A minimum loan-to-deposit ratio
of 65% is especially distortive, compelling banks to extend loans to the private sector or face
a forfeit. Credit extension has helped to reduce the NPL ratio, but as the central bank has

warned, an economic contraction could lead to a deterioration of banks’ asset quality.
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How Biden’s win affects global
commodities
he last four years have been tumultuous for the global commodities market. Commodities ranging from steel

and aluminum to grains and natural gas have
come under pressure due to aggressive trade
policy by the White House, pandemic-induced
weak demand. However, with Joe Biden as the US president, the question analysts are asking is if
he will maintain status quo.
Oil
This will definitely be at the forefront of the US trade talks with China. He is expected to pursue
multilateralism over Trump’s bilateralism, restore old ties (Iranian nuclear deal), revisit issues pertaining to the climate accord, and pursue a shift towards renewable energy. His energy reforms
which are likely to lead to a decline in US’ oil consumption (shift to cleaner energy) and an increase in global oil supply (with Iran resuming production) is bearish for oil prices.
Steel and Aluminum
These minerals were top priorities for the Trump administration. Due to the fact that the market
has adjusted to the 25% duty on steel imports and the 10% levy on aluminum, the tariffs are not
expected to be removed soon.
LNG
For LNG, the president-elect didn't state a position during his campaign but he pledged to reduce
methane emissions and flaring. Due to this he could bring the US back into the Paris Agreement.
Grains
A Biden presidency could lead to warmer trade relations with China, supporting the rally in corn,
wheat and soybeans, which hit a four-year high. He may roll back tariffs on Chinese goods, paving
the way for more U.S. exports of agricultural products to Asia.
9

Nationwide EndSARS Protest

J

ust when the Nigerian economy started to recover from the aftermath of the

pandemic, Nigerian youth began a nationwide protest opposing police brutality in early
October. The youth called for the ban of the notorious police unit – the Special AntiRobbery Squad (SARS) - which has been long been accused of violent and criminal activities. After two weeks, the protest escalated to violence when Nigerian soldiers
opened fire on peaceful protesters at the Lekki toll gate. The decision to use military
force to quell protesters led to the death of at least 12 of them. This was met by an
outburst by protesters, hoodlums and thugs. The current situation is expected to
heighten insecurity in Nigeria, discourage foreign investments, reduce economic activity, especially in the Lagos metropolis, and thereby lead to a lower economic growth in
Q4’2020.
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Exploring the market potential
of bitumen in Nigeria

B

itumen, also known as asphalt or
oil sands, is a dark, sticky, viscous
substance mainly used for road

construction. Other uses include waterproof

roofing and building insulation. Nigeria has
an estimated 42.47 billion (bn) metric tons of
bitumen.3 However, 2019 trade records show
that Nigeria imported over five million (mn)
metric tons for domestic needs and the total
mineral mining sector contributed just 0.5% to Nigeria’s GDP in the same year., 4,5 Clearly both
the trade imbalance and exploitation gap need to be addressed. Increased government expendi-

ture in the mining sector, expansion of infrastructure, and private sector investment are all needed
to aid the sector’s development, substitute imports and take advantage of the growing global bitumen market.

Lessons from Canada
Canada, like Nigeria, has large deposits of bitumen. But unlike Nigeria, its mining industry contributes substantially to the country’s economic development. For instance, the oil sands industry

created over 205,000 jobs in 2017 and is estimated to pay $17bn in provincial and federal taxes
over the next 10 years.6 Canada has recorded tremendous growth in the production of bitumen
(as illustrated in the graph below). Three reasons for such growth are increased government expenditure, expansion of infrastructure, and private sector engagement, all of which Nigeria can
learn from.

3

Ojeyemi M. Olabemiwo, Akintomiwa O. Esan, George O. Adediran & Hassan O. Bakare. December 2016. ‘The performance of Agbabu natural bitumen
modified with polyphosphoric acid through fundamental and Fourier transform infrared spectroscopic investigations’. https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/
article/pii/S2214509516300201#:~:text=Nigeria%20is%20greatly%20endowed%20with,be%20explored%20for%20economic%20purposes.
4
Biz Watch Nigeria. April 24, 2019. ‘Nigeria Imports 5 million Metric Tonnes of Bitumen in April – LCCI’. https://bizwatchnigeria.ng/nigeria-imports-5million-metric-tonnes-of-bitumen-in-april-lcci/#:~:text=Nigeria%20Imports%205%20million%20Metric%20Tonnes%20of%20Bitumen%20in%
20April%20%E2%80%93%20LCCI,-By%20BWN&text=The%20shipping%20position%20emanating%20from,the%20country%20in%20April%
2C%202019.
5
CSL Stockbrokers. February, 2020. ‘Mining to contribute 3.0% to GDP by 2025’. https://nairametrics.com/2020/02/06/mining-to-contribute-3-0-togdp-by-2025/
6
Capp. 2019. ‘Canadian Economic Contribution’. https://www.capp.ca/economy/canadian-economic-contribution/
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The tremendous growth in Canada’s bitumen output can be attributed in part to the government
funds allocated to the ventures. The Canadian government contributed $1bn annually for the past
two years in order to upgrade mining infrastructure and reap more benefits from the resource.8
Such action by the government reflects the importance of bitumen to the Canadian economy,
which is not surprising based on their large deposits. Nigeria has large deposits as well. One way
to actualize such a strategy in Nigeria is to retain a large percentage of the returns from an oil
boom to invest in the lagging sectors such as mining.
Another lesson to learn from Canada’s bitumen mining is the level of investment into mining infrastructure. These inevitably translate into a higher quality of resource extracted. The table below shows the past, present and future states of infrastructure for bitumen mining in Canada:
Function

Old

Oil sands extraction

Cutter wheel convey- Shovel & Trucks
or dragline

At Face & Conveyor with
Hydro transport

Power generation

Power from the grid

Cogeneration

Nuclear

Ponds & Thickeners

CT (composite tailings)

Tailings
ment

manage- Ponds

Current

Next

MFT (mature fine tailings)
Polymers

7

Alberta Energy Regulator. June 2020. ‘Crude Bitumen – Mining’. https://www.aer.ca/providing-information/data-and-reports/statistical-reports/
st98/crude-bitumen/production/mining.html
8
Dean Bennett. February 26, 2018. ‘Alberta to invest $1B over 8 years on Bitumen upgrading projects’. https://globalnews.ca/news/4048011/albertato-invest-1b-in-8-years-on-bitumen-upgrading-projects/
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Evolution of oil sands mining technology9
Clearly, there is an emphasis on infrastructure

companies from Canada as well as from the

expansion in Canadian mining, which serves to

United States, Europe and Asia to date amount

reduce costs and increase production.

to $184.68bn, which includes over $22.80bn

For instance, a shift from cogeneration to nuclear as a power source, though an expansion
in technology, actually serves to reduce costs.
Nuclear energy, while requiring a high initial
investment, costs less to run than cogeneration. It calls for much less fuel (implying lower
input costs) to generate the same amount of
power, meaning that it is a cleaner source of
energy.10 Likewise, a change from trucks to hydro-transport for oil sands extraction lowers
costs incurred. Costs begin to decline using hy-

made in 2014.11 Such investments are sustained
largely by the act ‘Invest in Canada’ that was put
in place in early 2018. The act aims to attract
foreign investment into the country by ensur-

ing Canadian citizens are well educated and
have their talents developed. Canada also enables easy market entry by ensuring a competitive tax environment.12 The effect of such
large investments translates to high output,
which results in several economic benefits for
the country.

dro-transport pipes as more output is generat-

By applying these lessons, not only could Nige-

ed, while it increases using shovels and trucks.

ria be able to substitute importation, but it

This is because higher output will require more

could also have enough output to meet the de-

labor on the shovels meaning higher labor

mand of the international market. Coherent

costs as well as increasing transport costs

Market Insights estimates that the global bitu-

(more expenses on truck fuel).

men market will reach $121bn by 2027, fueled

The last lesson to point out from Canada’s relative success in bitumen mining is the level of
private sector involvement and investment. According to the Government of Canada energy
publications, private sector investments in bitumen mining are a major catalyst for its development. Capital investments made by private

by demand for better road infrastructure, as
well as demand for industrial application (such
as waterproofing and insulation) in several
countries.13 This would certainly translate to a
diversification of Nigeria’s export portfolio
and an increase in earnings from exports,
which can serve to further economic development.

9

Peter B. Madden & Jacek D. Morawski. 2010. ‘The Future of Canadian Oil Sands: Engineering and Project Management Advances’. file:///C:/
Users/Justina/Documents/Internships/FDC/2020/21403708%20article%20for%20infrastructure.pdf
10
Jordan Flagel. April 18, 2017. ‘Embracing nuclear for Canada’s energy future |
Part two: Nuclear energy is cheap energy’. https://cwf.ca/research/publications/embracing-nuclear-for-canadas-energy-future-part-two-nuclear-energy-ischeap-energy/
11
Government of Canada. July 28, 2020. ‘What are the oil sands?’ https://www.nrcan.gc.ca/energy/publications/18756
12
Invest in Canada. 2020. ‘Canada: Your Business Expansion Destination’. https://www.investcanada.ca/
13
Coherent Market Insights. May 12, 2020. ‘Global Bitumen Market to reach US$ 121 Billion by end of 2027, Says CMI’. https://www.globenewswire.com/
news-release/2020/05/12/2032070/0/en/Global-Bitumen-Market-to-reach-US-121-Billion-by-end-of-2027-Says-CMI.html
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The Impact of
Digital Platforms
on the Agriculture
value chain

T

he agricultural sector is crucial in

any economy. The sector facilitates economic growth through

intersectoral linkages and provides sustenance for households. In the last two decades, agriculture contributed at least 20% to
real GDP in Nigeria.14 However, the sector
has not been able to adequately drive eco-

nomic growth and development due to Nigeria's oil-focused economic structure and
internal sectoral problems. One opportunity
that has recently been garnering attention is
the use of digital platforms to improve efficiencies in production, transactions, stakeholder relations and investment opportuni-

ties.15 If the government focuses its efforts
on encouraging the growth of these digital


platforms it can :
Lower the cost of information dissemination to farmers from investors and the government



Reduce the production costs by providing an avenue for easier access to the necessary agriculture tools, equipment and machinery



Aid the investment process by connecting farmers with credit facilities and interested inves-

tors


Reduce the time it takes to transfer funds providing a smoother transaction process between
farmers and stakeholders.16

There are various examples of these platforms, both nationally and worldwide. AFEX, a Nigerian
platform established in 2014, is a digital platform that simplifies the sale of agricultural commodities. They identify the challenges farmers are facing in the areas of aggregation, storage, and financial inclusion and then collect agricultural finance data and use the data to solve those challenges.
14

Nigeria Gross Domestic Report – Q2 2020
Bart Nooteboom. 2007. “Information technology, transaction costs and the decision to 'make or buy'”https://
doi.org/10.1080/09537329208524105.
16
Ndubuisi Ekekwe. 2017. “How Digital Technology Is Changing Farming in Africa”. https://hbr.org/2017/05/how-digital-technology-is-changingfarming-in-africa
15
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They also generate data on commodity price fluctuations, easing data flow between farmers and

stakeholders (investors, suppliers, and consumers) by providing an avenue to track the dynamics
of the commodities market, which will increase private sector investment.17
Farmcrowdy, another Nigerian platform created in 2016, connects small-scale farmers to investors.
So far, it has created at least $14 million for thousands of farmers by offering an avenue for global
consumers to buy easily and directly from the farmers.18 Through creating a platform for interested investors to sponsor farmers and agribusinesses, Farmcrowdy has also helped over 11,000
farmers expand operations by 500% and increase their income by 80% since its launch.19
MyAgro, a digital platform set up in Mali, uses a mobile layaway model that gives farmers the freedom, flexibility, and security of making payments whenever, wherever they want, interest free. The
platform enables smallholder farmers in West Africa to invest their funds in high-quality seed, fertilizer, and training to grow their harvest and income. MyAgro, a recipient of the Skoll Award for
Social Entrepreneurship (2018), has increased its beneficiaries from 240 farmers to about 120,000
farmers in eight years (2012-2020). It has also increased yields by 50-100% and net farming income to $150-$300 per year.20
Newer platforms like Thrive Agric (Nigeria), Complete Farmer (Ghana), Seekewa (Ivory Coast)
and BaySeddo (Senegal) have also made an impact by connecting farmers to investors and increasing their production quota. Thrive Agric, for example, is a platform that connects farmers to interested investors. It has collaborated with 22,000 farmers so far and produced at least 127,000 metric tons of grain. BaySeddo is a networking platform for farmers that need funding and interested
investors in Senegal. Approximately $400,000 has been invested through its platform.
Complete Farmer is a platform that helps manage farms and supply chains for both producers and
consumers. The platform provides an opportunity for anyone to own a farm from their devices
while hired expert growers handle the farm work in real life. Complete Farmer also creates a global community of farmers and buyers to interact. In just two years, the platform has teamed up
with 1,500 farmers and exported 4,700 metric tons of food raw materials.21

17

AFEX. “Frequently Asked Questions”. https://afexnigeria.com/market
Tom Jackson. 2020. “‘Crowd-farming’ startups address vicious cycle, and eye wider impact”. https://disrupt-africa.com/2020/03/crowd-farmingstartups-address-vicious-cycle-and-eye-wider-impact/
19
Farmcrowdy. “Farm stories”. https://www.farmcrowdy.com/farm-stories
20
DRK Foundation. “MyAgro”. https://www.drkfoundation.org/organization/myagro/#:~:text=By%20training%20farmers%20on%20labor,feed%
20their%20families%20year%2Dround.
21
Tom Jackson. 2020. “‘Crowd-farming’ startups address vicious cycle, and eye wider impact”. https://disrupt-africa.com/2020/03/crowd-farmingstartups-address-vicious-cycle-and-eye-wider-impact/
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Moving forward with digital platforms in Nigeria
If the government wants to

grants for students interested

If the government promotes

promote the use of digital ag-

in agriculture and technology.

such platforms, output in agri-

riculture platforms in Nigeria,
it must assist in tackling some
obstacles these platforms face.
One problem is the low skill
level in the agriculture sector.
Without

technically

skilled

personnel, these platforms are
at risk of producing poorly
designed solutions, which will
discourage investors.22 Also,
the companies will not be able
to build a platform that can
adequately tackle the underlying information and communication issues. If the government wants to promote digital
platforms,

the

government

must encourage more graduates to pursue a career in agriculture. A way to encourage
this would be through incentives for graduating from this
field

like

scholarships

or

Other actions the government
can adopt to encourage the
use of digital agriculture platforms are providing incentives

for digital agriculture start-ups.
They can also improve and
regulate access to data and information necessary in digital
agriculture, offer training at
different levels of the agriculture value chain and on differ-

ent digital technologies, create
incentives to encourage the
use and consumption of digital products relying on subsidies, voucher systems and tax
deductions, promote publicprivate partnerships with technology suppliers, strengthen
the technical capacity and
market linkages of suppliers
to better react to market de-

culture, job creation and agriculture's contribution to the
GDP will all increase. If Nigeria wants to achieve sustainable growth, the government
must recognize the role of
digital agriculture platforms in
the future of the agriculture
sector. The use of digital platforms must be promoted to
tackle information dissemination issues in the production
and distribution stages of the
value chain. They also improve
access to mechanized agriculture tools and facilities that
will improve productivity and
reduce wastage. As a result,
agriculture will help position
Nigeria on the path of sustainable economic growth and
development.

mand.23

22

Rishi Raithatha. 2020. “GSMA AgriTech Programme”. https://www.gsma.com/mobilefordevelopment/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/
AgriTech_in_Nigeria_Investment_Opportunities_and_Challenges1.pdf
23
FAO. 2020. “Digital Innovation for promoting Agriculture 4.0 in the Near East and North Africa”. http://www.fao.org/3/nd262en/nd262en.pdf
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Global perspective

Nigeria economy:
Things to watch in Nigeria
in 2021

E

culled from The Economist

conomic pressures that have faced Nigeria in 2020 will continue into 2021, in
theory keeping up the pressure for investor-friendly economic reform. A new oil
sector bill should clear some of the hurdles facing an industry that has been uncertain about fiscal terms for over a decade, but the outlook more widely points

to currency pressures, high inflation and a squeeze on living standards. For this reason—and in
view of in recent political events—there will be a growing unease about market reforms that af-

fect consumers.
The president, Muhammadu Buhari, usually takes a statist approach to development, but in 2020
recognized that his government had to make Nigeria a more attractive place for private investment. The Treasury cannot provide consumer subsidies as it has done in the past, as oil prices
(and so fiscal revenue) are low, and a soft market for hydrocarbons has galvanized a renewed drive
to settle fiscal terms for producers operating in an extremely difficult price environment. But the
economy is expected to remain troubled in 2021, particularly with regards to high inflation and
squeezed living standards. This threatens to create a clash between fiscal exigencies and a volatile
political mood in Nigeria.
A weak naira and high inflation
As we forecast that the price of Brent crude oil will remain soft in 2021, at US$45/barrel, owing
to continued coronavirus (Covid-19) restrictions on the demand side, Nigeria's current account is
likely to remain in deficit. At the same time, low interest rates in Nigeria will disincentivise the carry trade and levels of inward portfolio investment that have, in the recent past, been a prop to the
naira: US$ exchange rate. As 2020 has progressed the Central Bank of Nigeria (CBN) has
dropped a former emphasis on attracting hot money, instead slashing its main policy rate to sup-
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port credit extension. Despite annual inflation running well above its 9% target ceiling (at

13.7% in September), the apex bank is likely to continue with a loose monetary policy as the
economy recovers only slowly from recession in 2020. The working theory within the monetary
policy committee is that increasing the supply side of the real economy will eventually stabilize
the price level. This idea (which we do not expect to succeed) will be left to play out over 2021
by our expectations, with the domestic economy continuing to underperform.
As a low-yielding naira causes reserves to come under pressure, we anticipate further devalua-

tions of the official exchange rate and more market-determined exchange rate windows. The
CBN has expressed an intention to converge the official and more market-determined rates by
2021, and with limited reserve buffers we expect unification with the Nigerian Autonomous
Exchange Rate Fixing rate, determined by banks. There is no official intention to converge with
the weaker black-market and retail exchange rates, but devaluations will contribute to continued
high inflation, which we expect to average 16.8% in 2021. With productivity remaining low and
unemployment high, nominal wage growth will not be able to keep up, causing another year of

contracting private consumption and hampering an economic recovery (we expect real GDP
growth of 1%).
Political stability threatened
Recent protests in southern Nigeria aimed at disbanding a rogue police unit, the Special AntiRobbery Squad (SARS), quickly mutated into a wider rejection of governance in the country
among urban youth. Mr Buhari adopted a strategy of appeasement on the issue of police bru-

tality, dissolving SARS and granting arrested protesters an amnesty. This placated the leadership
of the protests, but people continued to take to the streets regardless, and looting and arson
broke out. The original movement appeared to express other complaints such as corruption,
the high cost of living, rising poverty and unemployment. Either a hardline streak within the
Buhari administration or a lack of control over the security forces was then revealed when dozens of unarmed protesters were gunned down, reportedly by officers in the commercial capital,
Lagos. Whichever the case, the president missed a public relations opportunity when, in a rare

televised national address, he (conspicuously) made no mention of the killings and instead emphasized a tough message of law and order to the public. It is an attitude that has cost the president significant political capital.

19

Organizers of the end-SARS movement proved themselves to be social media-savvy and proactive enough to galvanize widespread support. For Mr Buhari though, the set of demands were
fairly light. Once a promise was made to disband SARS, the movement's leadership claimed victory and wound down its campaign. Importantly, this did not end the unrest, which moved from
having a centralized and clearly articulated purpose to expressing a more general malaise around a
range of issues, arguably with poverty at its core. Disparate in its intentions and less co-ordinated,
the movement then turned violent. Mr Buhari has been at pains to show that disorder of that type
will not be tolerated, but the biggest risk that he faces now is another peaceful movement that focuses its energies on some of these "unfinished" grievances that the end-SARS movement indirectly tapped into.
Organizers of the end-SARS campaign are already calling for a fresh round of protests centred on
poverty and unemployment—issues that would be harder for the government to pacify. Indeed,
Mr Buhari is pressing ahead with reforms to end consumer price subsidies which, although critical
for investment, will have a negative impact on the standard of living for Nigerians in the short
term. This makes the intersection of politics and price liberalization a standout issue to watch in
2021, and Mr Buhari's resolve for pro-market reforms is liable to wilt. For example, our baseline
assumption is already that electricity tariffs will not reach cost-reflective levels, and a proposed
new tariff structure has already been revised down to avoid industrial action. It could be that if
protests reach a destabilizing scale, the reimposition of petrol subsidies could be necessary, although this for the time being appears unlikely, with unions having begrudgingly accepted new
price regime.
Oil sector reforms intend to boost productivity
The Petroleum Industry Bill (PIB) has been submitted to
parliament and is the latest attempt since 2008 (all of
which have failed) to overhaul Nigeria's dysfunctional hydrocarbons sector. The legislation would transfer the assets and liabilities of the state oil company, the Nigerian
National Petroleum Corporation (NNPC), to a new and
profit-oriented enterprise, NNPC Limited. Shares in the
new company would be bought by the government,

20

providing paid-in capital, but the idea is to delink the company from the Treasury beyond this.
Unlike various past iterations of the PIB, the latest bill has gone through a consultative process,
giving it a better chance of passing through the legislature (as we expect). Low oil prices have
also made the need to streamline the oil sector obvious. If successful in parliament, the reform
could be transformative for the upstream oil sector. The NNPC's dependency on scarce government funding means that it has run up cash-call arrears on new investments running into billions of US dollars in its joint ventures with multinational oil companies. With some of these
companies having expressed an intention to divest from Nigeria, the aim will be to regain competitiveness in the upstream segment of the oil sector. The final fiscal terms will be crucial, as
uncertainty around taxes since reform of the sector was first proposed in 2008 has arguably
been the biggest obstacle to new investment. One positive signal in this regard has been the reduction of new royalties introduced for offshore wells in 2019 and a petroleum profit tax for
onshore fields. In 2021 low oil prices will be a natural barrier to new investment in hydrocarbons in the short term, but the new legislation is expected to lay the groundwork for productivity improvements in later years.
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Macroeconomicnd Indicators
October
th
2 – 15
Power Sector
During the review period, average power output from the national grid rose by 7.32% to
4,032MWh/h from 3,757MWh/h in the first half of September. Gas (26,262MWh/h) and grid
(25,914MWh/h) were the major constraints to power output during the period, accounting for
50.3% and 49.7% respectively of total constraints (52,178MWh/h). The resulting revenue shortfall amounted to approximately N25.05 billion (N300.60bn annualized) during the period.
Meanwhile, the Federal Government has agreed with the labour union to subsidize the Discos
with N5bn per month for three months. This development would improve the Discos’ capacity
to service their debts and increase investment.
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Outlook

Impact

Gas will remain the predominant constraint

An improvement in power supply implies a

to power generation. However, average power

reduction in the use of alternative energy

output

above

sources, which will in turn lower firms oper-

4,000MWh/h in the coming weeks owing to

ating costs, increase productivity and profit

no disruption or power outage.

margins.
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is

expected

to

remain
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Money Markets
Average liquidity in the banking system increased by 2.16% to N423.14bn during the review period from N414.19bn recorded in the first half of September. The opening position of banks
reached a 7-month high of N1.04trn on October 9 partly due to a net OMO inflow of
N467.69bn from an OMO repayment of N567.69bn and OMO auction of N100bn.
On the average, the short-term interbank rates (OBB/ON) fell by 243bps to 2.01%pa from
4.44%pa recorded in the first half of September. OBB and ON closed the review period at

1.33%pa and 2.17%pa from 4.40%pa and 5.20%pa on September 15th.
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At the primary market, there was a Treasury Bills auction of N124.88 billion on October 14
which was oversubscribed by 394.9%. Compared to September 30, T/bill yields declined across
all tenors (91-day, 182-day and 364-day) by an average of 46bps. Likewise, yields decreased by an
average of 51bps across all tenors at the secondary market.

Primary Market
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Outlook

Impact

We expect a decline in naira liquidity in the coming

An increase in interbank interest rates

weeks as a result of funding for the CBN’s forex

will push up borrowing cost in the mon-

sales to banks and BDCs. This is expected to push

ey market.

up short-term interbank rates.

Forex Market
The Nigerian forex market is segmented with multiple exchange rates. The most important rate
being the Investors and Exporters window (IEFX). No less than 55%-60% of Nigerian forex
transactions are traded at this window. The CBN and most exporters and investors use this window. It serves not only as a source of price discovery but also a barometer for measuring potential
and actual CBN intervention in the market. Some of the exchange rate determinants are balance
of payments, capital inflows and trade balance.

Exchange Rate
The exchange rate across all windows showed moderate stability in the review period. While at the
parallel market the currency traded within a band of N457/$ - N462/$, partly due to the CBN’s
frequent forex sales, the exchange rate at the IEFX window ranged between N385.67/$ –
N386/$. The average daily turnover at the IEFX window increased by 19% to $94.40mn in the
period from $79.33mn recorded in the first half of September. Meanwhile, the currency traded
flat at N386/$ and N379/$ at the IATA and interbank window respectively.
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Outlook

Impact

The currency is expected to remain relatively stable in

Existing currency pressures would

the near term on CBN’s strong commitment to clear the

heighten if the forex demand obli-

$2bn forex demand backlog within 16 weeks. However,

gation is not met from the CBN’s

its ability to intervene could be limited by the continu-

frequent forex sales.

ous depletion of the external reserves.

External Reserves
The gross external reserves maintained a bearish trend during the review period, recording a cumulative loss of 0.22% ($73.77mn) to close the period at $35.67 billion on October 15. Nigeria’s
payment and import cover closed the period at 8.88 months compared to 8.90 months on October 2.
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Outlook

Impact

The external reserves depletion is expected to intensify

A fall in external reserves will affect

in the coming weeks especially as CBN steps up efforts

the stability of the exchange rate.

to clear the forex demand backlog of $2bn within 16
weeks.
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Commodities Market - Exports
Nigeria is an export dependent economy. It derives over 80%-90% of its export revenue from crude petroleum and
LNG.

Oil Prices
The average price of Brent declined by 0.43% to $41.84pb in the first half of October from
$42.02pb recorded in the corresponding period last month. Oil prices fell below $40pb on October 2 as reports of the US president and wife testing positive for coronavirus sent negative signals
to the market. The market however gained some momentum following the reports of supply disruptions in Norway and the US Gulf of Mexico.
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Outlook
The resurgence in Covid-19 infections and new lockdown restrictions will continue to raise con-

cerns over global economic recovery and oil demand. This could push oil prices slightly lower to a
range of $39-$41pb in the near term.

Oil Production
Nigeria’s oil production declined slightly by 0.68% to 1.46mbpd in September from 1.47mbpd in
August. This is 3.55% above the country’s OPEC quota of 1.41mbpd. In contrast, the country’s
rig count rose to 10 from 8 in August. Total OPEC oil production in September averaged

24.11mbpd compared to 24.05mbpd in the previous month. Oil output increased mainly in Saudi
Arabia, Libya and Iraq while it fell in the UAE.
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Outlook

Impact

Nigeria’s oil production is expected to remain

A fall in oil output levels would result in de-

below 1.45mbpd in the coming month as the

pleting oil revenue, fiscal and external buffers

country continues to adhere to the OPEC’s

as crude oil accounts for approximately 90%

quota.

of Nigeria’s total exports.

Natural Gas
Natural gas prices averaged $2.66/mmbtu in the first half of October, 9.92% higher than the average of $2.42/mmbtu recorded in the first half of September. The increase in prices was partly
due to the disruptions in US LNG production caused by hurricanes.
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Outlook

Impact

We expect LNG prices to trend upward

Higher natural gas prices would improve Nigeria’s

in the coming weeks driven by increased

export earnings and lead to a favorable balance of

demand in Asia and the US amid cooler

trade, as the commodity is one of the country’s

weather forecasts.

main exports (approx. 13%32 of total exports).

Cocoa
During the review period, the average price of cocoa fell by 6.38% to $2,437/mt from $2,603/mt

in the corresponding period in September. The decrease in prices was driven by ample cocoa supply following the harvests in Ivory Coast, Nigeria and Ghana.
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Outlook

Impact

We expect cocoa prices to decline further in

With a decline in global cocoa prices, Nigeria’s

the near to medium term owing to robust co-

export revenue from cocoa is expected to de-

coa harvest by major producers - Ivory

crease as the commodity is one of the coun-

Coast, Nigeria and Ghana.

try’s major non-oil exports.
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Commodities Market - Exports
Wheat
On the average, the price of wheat was up 8.01% to $592.75/bushel during the review period
from $548.8/bushel recorded in the first half of September. Wheat prices crossed $600/bushel
threshold to reach a record high of $609.5 on October 8. The increase in prices was buoyed by
weather concerns in the US and Russia amid higher global wheat demand.
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Corn
On the average, the price of corn rose by 7.44% to $388.93/bushel within the first fifteen days
of October from $362/bushel in the corresponding period last month. The increase in price of
corn was on the back of lower than expected US corn harvest and strong demand.
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Outlook - Grains

Impact

We expect the global price of grains to maintain a

An increase in grain prices would trans-

bullish trend in the coming weeks on lower US

late to a higher import bill for Nigeria as

crop yields amid high global demand.

the country is a net importer of grains.

Sugar
Sugar prices averaged $13.94/pound during the review period, 11.70% higher than the average of
$12.48/pound recorded in the first half of September. Sugar prices crossed $14/pound threshold
on October 8 to touch an 8-month high of $14.20/pound on October 15. The increase in prices
was influenced by global supply disruptions particularly in Thailand and the European Union.
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Outlook

Impact

We expect sugar prices to trend upwards

An increase in the global price of sugar would in-

in the near term driven by an improve-

crease the input cost incurred by domestic compa-

ment in global demand.

nies that depend on the commodity and increase
Nigeria’s import bill on sugar.
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Stock Market Review
he Nigerian bourse closed on a positive note in the first half of October as it gained
5.64% to close at 28,344.33 points on October 15th from 26,831.76 points on Sep-

tember 30th. In the same vein, market capitalization was up 5.63% (N790bn) to N14.81trn relative
to its close of N14.02trn on September 30th. Similarly, the market has gained 5.60% YTD so far in
2020. So far, in the 10 trading days of the review period, the market gained in 4 days, traded flat in

1 day and lost in 5 days.
The NSE traded at a price to earnings (P/E) ratio of 10.25x as of October 15 th, 8.35% higher
than the close of September 30th (9.46x). The market breadth was positive at 3.18x as 54 stocks
gained, 91 stocks remained unchanged while 17 lost.
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Market activity level was positive in the review period. The average volume traded was up 94.87%
to 506.52mn units in the first half of October from 259.93mn units in the previous bi-month.
Similarly, the average value of trades increased by 61.28% to N5.79bn from N3.59bn in the review
period.
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The sector indices were broadly positive during the review period. The banking sector gained the
most (6.20%), followed by the oil & gas (3.34%), industrial (2.63%), consumer goods (1.16%) and
insurance (0.63%).
Eterna Plc topped the gainers’ list with a 93.07% increase in its share price. This was followed by
International Breweries Plc (24.36%), Lafarge Africa Plc (20.33%), FBN Holding Plc (19.23%)
and Africa Prudential Plc (17.62%).

The laggards were led by E-Tranzact International Plc (-18.72%), Portland Paints and Products
Plc (10.31%), Tripple Gee and Co Plc (-10.00%), Deap Capital Management and Trust Plc (10.00%) and Royal Exchange Plc (-7.41%).
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Outlook
We expect that the stock market performance will be volatile in the medium term pending the release of Q3’20 corporate reports.
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to growth with a 26% increase in profit, folhe illiquidity in the foreign exchange

lowing a fair 9% increase in revenue at N39.3

market is a major risk faced by the

billion in the year. On a more positive note,

company in sourcing for raw materials for pro-

appreciation was made to its shareholders who

duction. The Coronavirus pandemic is also a

had not received dividends for 3 years before

bottleneck to the growth of the business. Alt-

2019 with a declared dividend per share of 49

hough we expect to see a gradual resumption

kobo for the year ended 2019.

in economic activities in the subsequent quarters of the year, we believe that recovery will
be slow.

However, 2020 has come with challenges that
have had the company already recording a
drop in revenue for 2 out of 2 quarters. Its Q1

Having lost a lot of its grounds to competitors

2020 financials reveal that the company earned

like Nestle years ago, the company had set off

a total revenue of N8.5 billion, representing an

on a path to recovery trying to expand its mar-

8% decline from the N9.2 billion recorded in

ket share and increase its revenue. Revenue had

Q1 2019. Cadbury was able to still attain a

grown at a steady pace all through the years,

profit after tax of 26% from N506.7 million to

moving from N27.8 billion in 2015 to N39.3

N638.9 million, owing to improved other in-

billion in 2019. The company’s 2019 financials

come and a slight reduction in expenses.

had also continued the seemingly smooth sail
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However, in its recently released Q2 results, its revenue took an even lower plunge of 27.6% to

7.4 million. In the same trajectory, the company recorded a loss for the quarter of N102 million,
representing a whopping 162.7% drop in profits from the corresponding quarter in 2019 all from
the reduced revenue. Expenses did not reduce as much.
The turning point for the company will require a major rebrand of its product portfolio. The
company’s top brands, Bournvita, TomTom, Trebor/Peppermint, Éclairs which is that they are
not necessarily with us on a daily basis. There is need for innovation to add more products to its
portfolio thereby leading to increased advertisement and marketing promotions for the company.
The adjustment to the current capital structure to accommodate more debt financing will play a
major role in the achievement of long-term growth objectives.

Steady Growth in Dividend Payout
Cadbury Plc has sustained its current dividend payout policy. There was an impressive growth of
93.5% from N471,428,692 (25 kobo per share) paid in FY’18 to an all-time high of N912,256,100
(49 kobo per share) paid to shareholders in FY’19. This feat can be described as a firm resilience

shown by the company as its top brands continued to perform well in the market despite a challenging operating environment, dwindling consumer purchasing power and intense competition as
it pushed through to end FY’19 on a positive note. The top and bottom-line performance metrics
displayed gains as profit for the period jumped by 30% from N823million to N1.07bn and revenue grew marginally by 9.32% from N35million to N39million.

Cost of Sales- Gradual Reduction Despite Economic Restraints
Based on its company-wide policy to manage its cost, there has been a substantive improvement
in the management of its cost of production. Raw material sourcing, as well as finished goods
packaging continued to negatively trail performance as production costs increased by 11% to
N31bn in FY’19 when compared with FY’18 which stood at N28bn. The just released H1’20 financial results highlights heightened, impressive and strict monitoring of production costs by the
management as published results show a decline of 21.4% in cost of sales to N12.6bn from
N15.3bn reported in H1’19.
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One Way Capital Structure
From the analysis of the annual report of Cadbury Nigeria Plc between 2015-2019, we noticed
that the capital structure of the firm depends significantly on equity to finance its operations. The
existence of debt in their books occurred primarily in 2017 as current liabilities (short-term loans
and bank overdraft) which were fully paid down as interest expense in the corresponding period
via the income statement. With the low debt-equity ratio, there may be the need to incorporate
more debt under the right circumstances in coming years to aid business expansion and growth.
The action of taking on more debt will serve to communicate debt signaling which is regarded as
a positive signal to the market especially if the increase in debt capital is met with favorable interest rates.

Corporate Social Responsibility Appeals to Stakeholders
Cadbury Nigeria Plc has continued to relentlessly pursue its goal of continuous upliftment of developing communities whilst targeting children. The decision to support children is as a result of
its iconic brand in its portfolio being “Bournvita” which is synonymous with children and consumed by 70% of them. In 2018, the partnership between its parent company Mondelez International and Helen Keller International launched with a sum of 1 million dollars led to the initiative
“Nutrition and Healthy Lifestyle” with the goal of ensuring healthy nutrition for children in order
for them to snack right, understand the importance of nutrition to avoid over-weight, underweight and other related health issues that can arise as a result of disregarding important vitamins
and mineral. This move is also supported by being first a food drink endorsed by the Nutritional
Society of Nigeria (NSON). Hence, various partnerships with schools across Lagos State have
been established to drive results. Designing strategies to target the under-privileged, internally displaced persons (IDPs) and donations to breast cancer awareness are also part of the results
achieved by the company.
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Industry Overview
The global spread of the pandemic and the subsequent collapse of international oil prices are destabilizing Nigeria’s macro-economic balances. The consumer goods industry plays a vital role in
driving economic growth, because consumer spending is a key contributor to aggregate output
which drives growth in an economy. With the current happenings (Covid-19), slow growth in consumer’s income has posed a challenge to meet their basic consumption and has limited consumer
spending to more essential items like household supplies (food, groceries and personal care
among others), rather than non-essential items (discretional spending).
The consumer goods industry in Nigeria is generally dominated with traditional retailing, discretional spending and lots of small indigenous players competing with the long-birthed multinationals like Nestle, Unilever, PZ Cusson. The sector remains highly fragmented as the barriers to entry
remain minimal and competition intensifies. Although, buyers’ power continues to supersede suppliers’ power, the threat of substitution and the impact of regulatory policies on this sector remain significantly high.
On the other hand, formal retailing, like hypermarkets and e-commerce, is still challenged with
digital trust, distribution channels, high cost of shipping, infrastructure and many more issues.
However, Covid-19’s arrival created a paradigm shift towards how and what consumers buy with
their hard-earned money. Consumers are still constrained by structural economic issues like rising
unemployment; as a fallout of the effects of Covid-19 and lock down measures-imposed country-

wide which led to job losses coupled with continuous rise in inflation. Although a strong economic recovery and increased access to credit will improve consumer spending and boost consumer
confidence level in the short to medium term. As lockdown measures begin to ease, companies
have incorporated safety measures to encourage consumer spending and approach new routes to
market that limits physical contact with consumers.
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The 2018 financial year recorded positive performance for companies across this sector, because

the economy recovered from the 2016 recession and the middle-income earners increased their
spending. However, 2019 and 2020 was the exact opposite for some companies in this sector; economic growth became fragile, protectionist policies from government soared and access to foreign exchange was restricted for food imports. The performance outlook for 2020 was already
constrained by an increment to 7.5% on the value-added tax (VAT), a continued land border closure and a hike in the electricity tariff, coupled with the expected long impact of Covid-19. Since
consumer disposable incomes have also been affected by the pandemic, consumers have reduced

their discretionary spending. Any increase in selling prices will result in further revenue decline
and companies should expect thinner margins.

Company Profile
Cadbury Nigeria Plc was incorporated in Nigeria in January 1965 and subsequently listed on the
Nigeria Stock Exchange (NSE) in 1976. Before listing on the NSE, Cadbury predominantly repacked imported bulk products, but with its listing it grew rapidly into a full-fledged manufactur-

er. The parent company, Mondelēz International (formerly Kraft Foods Inc.) has a majority equity
interest of 74.97% in Cadbury through its holding in Cadbury Schweppes Overseas Limited. The
remaining 25.03% equity-ownership is held by a diverse group of Nigerian individuals and institutional shareholders. Mondelēz International is one of the largest confectionary food and beverage
companies in the world. It maintains a portfolio of products comprising of chocolate, beverages,
gum and candy offerings. The most recent addition to its product portfolio is its gum brand called
Clorets, which is an instant breath freshener chewing gum that comes in original mint flavor.
Cadbury Nigeria currently produces and markets branded fast moving consumer goods such as
refreshment beverages and confectionaries. It also exports intermediate cocoa products to Europe and the rest of Africa.
The financial year 2019 kicked off with a variety of negative economic variables ranging from;
uncertainty and general apprehension of the general elections which led to the weariness of foreign investors, slow implementation of the new minimum wage by most State Governments and

signing into law the African Continental Free Trade Area (AfCFTA) agreement, which presents
opportunities and challenges for Nigerian manufacturers. More so, the sudden closure of all land
borders in the Q3’19 threw many businesses into confusion as this stalled the free movement of
goods across the land borders and has continued to affect business activities up until this very
moment.
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GOVERNANCE & MANAGEMENT
Cadbury’s leadership team has been focused on three key initiatives: accelerating consumer-centric
growth, driving operational excellence, and building a winning growth culture. The sustained
clampdown on operating expenses over the last three years, despite the growth in top line revenue, alludes to management’s improvements in the company’s internal efficiencies. This stems
from initiatives such as head count rationalization, control on advertising and sales promotion,
and effective management of repair and maintenance costs.
Cadbury’s management has also leveraged the global brand’s visibility and market acceptance to
push volumes in the Nigerian market. However, production costs, which account for over 80.32%
of revenue, remain the most potent bottleneck. The company’s production cost increased by

14.34% in 9M’18, compared to revenue growth of 10.65%. This surge in costs can be mainly attributed to raw material and packaging, as well as other production consumables. This strongly
points to the need to optimize the company’s raw material sourcing framework, as this continues
to weigh on the company’s profit margins and shareholder value.
The reins of the board experienced a change as its previous chairman Mr. Atedo Peterside,
founder of Stanbic IBTC, a leading financial institution in Nigeria who stepped down on 30 th
June 2020 to pursue other interests after serving as a chairman for a decade. The newly appointed
chairman Mr. Adedotun Sulaiman previously served on the board of Cadbury as a Non-Executive
Director in August 2009.
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He had served as a Country Managing Director and Chairman of Accenture Nigeria and currently

sits on the board of several companies and not-for-profit organizations such as Interswitch Limited, Greensprings School, Cornerstone Insurance Plc and ABSA Nigeria Limited. He is current
chairman of the Financial Reporting Council of Nigeria (FRCN). Experiences and lessons from
serving on these large corporations would help keep the leadership abreast of industry trends in
Nigeria.
Mrs. Oyeyimika Adeboye was appointed the Managing Director of Cadbury Plc. on 1st April 2019
after the departure of Mr. Muhammad Amir Shamsi who served as the Managing Director (MD)
since February 1, 2017 and resigned on 31st March 2019. Prior to joining Mondelez International
group, she was the Chief Financial Officer and Director of Finance at Nigerian Bottling Company. In addition to being appointed as the Managing Director, she was appointed Cluster Director
of Mondelez International West Africa on 1 July 2019.

Chairman
Mr. Adedotun Sulaiman

Managing Director
Mrs. Oyeyinka Adeboye
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Bulls and Bears Say
Bulls Say:


Dominant player in the consumer goods space.



Household brand name in the Nigerian market.



Strong and committed parent company.



Strategic alliance and support from parent company.



Aggressive route to market strategy.



Upward review of minimum wage to boost demand.



Experienced and talented management.



Innovative initiatives to improve appeal and customer satisfaction.

Bears Say


Land border closure.



High cost-to-income ratio – narrowing profit margins.



Intense competition from other leading players.



Persistent macroeconomic headwinds could dampen consumer demand.



Most strategic business units are in maturity stage.



Shift of market preference to low priced products.
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Risks and Outlook
The most potent risk faced by Cadbury would mainly pertain to non-systemic risks. This is tied to
the ability of the Nigerian economy to gradually recover from the macro-economic effects of
COVID-19. More so, other major risks that could prevent Cadbury from achieving its goals of
improving earnings, boosting sales and managing costs include persistent macroeconomic challenges, credit risk, liquidity risk, market risk (currency, interest rate and equity prices), and capital
risk amid security challenges in the country.
As a consumer goods brand, the fortunes of the company have a positive correlation with the
economic viability of Nigeria. For instance, as major economic activities resume across the country and the likely upward review in minimum wage, this will increase the purchasing power of
most consumers, which is positive for Cadbury. However, establishments that may have to embark
on the reduction of staff/head count rationalization will impact the disposable income available to
consumers thereby reducing the consumer base of Cadbury Plc

Cadbury’s financials could also be affected by commodity price fluctuations, particularly for raw
materials such as cocoa, sugar and dairy prices. The company is exposed to currency risks on sales
and purchases denominated primarily in US dollars, pounds, euros and Swiss francs. Exposure
could reduce profit accruable to equity holders in terms of high finance costs.
Nevertheless, given the macroeconomic conditions, interest rate hikes are unlikely due to an already tightened monetary policy. Also, due to a slow and tepid economic recovery, an accommodative stance is necessary to stimulate growth. Likewise, Cadbury needs to work harder to keep its
expenses low, which has weighed on margins. Given the need to improve shareholder value, cost
containment is a critical success factor. The limitation on production cost containment may overwhelm management’s efforts to drive sales.
The risks facing Cadbury could limit management’s ability to drive growth and sustain returns.
Even though the management has put structures in place to ensure sales growth and cost efficiency, the competition for a share in consumers’ wallets will remain a double edge sword. This to a

large extent has promoted innovation and learning among industry players. However, the increasing need for working capital continues to exert pressure on management.
Nonetheless, the move to explore more opportunities, from the parent company’s portfolio into
Nigeria, could be key to delivering sustained growth that could serve a light in the dark tunnel.
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Our Valuation
Using the Discounted Cash Flow (DCF) methodology, we estimated a stock price of N7.02,
which is a downside of 30.84% on the current price of N10.15 as of November 16, 2020. The
discount rate Weighted Average Cost of Capital (WACC)) of 11.9% was derived using a 9.8% risk
free rate, a beta of 0.33, nil after-tax cost of debt (fully equity financed) and a market risk premium of 6.46%. The long-term cash flow growth rate to perpetuity calculated is 1%.
Based on our analysis above, we place a HOLD rating on the stock.
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Economic outlook for the next month

T

he economy is expected to improve in the coming months as the effects of the lockdown fade. However, high inflation (currently –
13.71%) will be an obstacle to improving business sentiment. This will

dampen real purchasing power amid low productivity, high underemployment and low
nominal wage growth. Fiscal stimulus will be an inadequate counterforce, given budget

constraints, while loose monetary policy (despite high inflation) will contribute to exchange-rate pressures and further undermine macroeconomic stability.
Looser monetary policy coupled with higher fuel and electricity tariffs, foreign-exchange
restrictions on various imported goods, including staple foods and currency devaluation,
will cause inflation to rise to about 14.6% in December.
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